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My name is Claudio Mazzatenta, and I am a biology professor at Bronx Community College. I 

am here to present my position with respect to Pathways: Pathways should be repealed.  

 

If “scientia potentia est,” as said in Latin, or “knowledge is power,”—a phrase quite often 

attributed to Sir Francis Bacon, then CUNY’s Pathways initiative positions itself at the 

antipodes. The proposed rearrangement of curricula done by CUNY, in complete violation of the 

1977 legal agreement that reaffirms that CUNY faculty, through their selected governance 

bodies, are responsible for the formulation of policy on academic matters, does not empower our 

students to be prepared for the challenge of a new world driven by global issues. On the contrary, 

our students will learn less and will be subject to possible exploitation by unscrupulous 

employers who will offer jobs at lower salaries because they will find CUNY graduates’ 

credentials less impressive than others. 

 

If the intention of Pathways is to facilitate transfer of students within CUNY colleges, and 

particularly from community colleges to senior colleges, the entire process must be reconsidered. 

The proposed changes were implemented abruptly, without careful planning. Instead of 

expanding our ability to offer students the knowledge necessary to be competitive in the 21
st
 

century, CUNY is reducing the time allowed for certain courses and/or proposing elimination of 

others. This is not what education is meant to be.  
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The loss of quality of education resultant of Pathways will lead to the devaluation of a CUNY 

degree. CUNY students will be affected at different levels: Less attention will be provided from 

faculty when four-credit courses will become offered in three hours; science courses, languages 

courses and others will also be offered in reduced versions; and in addition, science courses 

without labs will be unlikely to be accepted for transfer outside of CUNY. Students who will 

apply to Medical Schools or Pharmacology may be forced to retake courses already taken at 

CUNY in a reduced version and without labs. This will not boost the expectation of students that 

will be forced to acknowledge that the new degree has less value than before. 

 

Also, it should be remembered that the vast majority of CUNY students are working class and 

three quarters of them are people of color. Many CUNY students are struggling to improve the 

condition of their lives. Losing quality of education means creating a second class citizen 

deprived of an opportunity that could make a substantial difference in their life.  

 

Pathways is a blow to academic freedom and shared governance, principles that are the 

foundations of quality of education 

 

Therefore, I reject Pathways because: first, is not beneficial to our students, on the contrary it 

harms them because the amount of information received will be impoverished; and second, it is 

an example of pure disrespect of the faculty members who, being in the classroom, know what is 

good for students and what should be provided to them so they will be able to fulfill their best 

dreams. 


